Do random (non-clonal) chromosome abnormalities in bone marrow predict a clone to come? Southwestern Oncology Group of Leukemia Cytogenetics Subcommittee.
The biologic significance of clonal karyotypic abnormalities in human neoplasms is becoming better understood, but the significance of rare chromosomal aberrations is uncertain. Useful, yet arbitrary, cytogenetic definitions of a clone have been established and cases with a frequency of chromosome aberrations less than the accepted convention are explained by random loss, karyotypic instability/evolution, or other technical artifact. Are non-clonal chromosomal abnormalities that may predict future clinically significant clones being ignored? A brief case report is presented raising two such issues in the same myelodysplastic patient. This child had monosomy 7 and, later, trisomy 8, as well as increased numerical/structural aberrations seeming to predict relapse. Preliminary data from the Southwestern Oncology group is also presented. Non-clonal data should be included, when appropriate, in the clinical report.